Position:

Network Engineering Manager

Location:

218 Lincoln St, Allston, MA

Start date:

Immediately

About Us:
netBlazr provides affordable, high-speed internet to residences and businesses in Boston as an
alternative to the "big guys" that force people into high-cost service bundles for things they don't want.
netBlazr was a finalist in the MassChallenge, a MITX Innovation Award Winner, selected Boston Globe
“Game Changer”, and is Boston’s only 5-star rated ISP on yelp.

Position Overview:
We seek a proven Network Engineer to lead our growing engineering team. This is a position for a person
who wants to make an impact, not just a living. We're looking for a confident, self-reliant technical leader
to battle-test our existing network and to design and implement our next generation network to optimize
performance, security, and low cost operations. We need a team leader who will excel at architecting our
pseudo-mesh network, while monitoring and optimizing a rapidly changing Fixed-Point Wireless network
with thousands of routers.

Qualifications:
 5+ years proven success running a growing, carrier-grade switched network.
 Strong desire to run a growing network and make an impact in served communities.
 2+ years of success managing engineering teams in a network operating environment.
 Great programming skills, comfortable scripting to manage a network with thousands of routers.
 Solid understanding of OSPF, BGP, and other routing algorithms.
 Analytical mindset, capable of writing data-collection software, analyzing results, making changes,
iterating.
 Knowledge of wireless security, VPNs, and performance/implementation of alternative encryption
suites.
 Cisco-certified Design Expert (CCDE), or equivalent network design, performance engineering
experience.
 Experience with RADIUS and other AAA solutions.
 Linux guru.
 Great attitude – able to laugh under pressure.

To Apply:
Please send resume to recruiting@netblazr.com with “Network Engineering Manager” in subject
line. We can only respond to candidates who meet minimum qualifications. netBlazr is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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